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Morris: Indies

Indies
Muslin and silk, Solages, and stunning canvas:
spin me the cloths of dream, inherit thunder
spreading their depths and !olds ~d amplitudes,
some native wooden table crudely whittled
sufficient with a bed and tropic candle
for laying deep late suppers 9£ our lives,
the breadfruit and the passionfruit, the wine.
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I shall remember gulls, Solages,and dolphins
dappled among the strings ofsea pianos
plucked from the surf, inlaid with keys of salt,
islands from here and midnights that you sounded,
a breathlike m.usic only partly music
tr~ulous on the wings from every feather,
codas like breathing deeper than a breathing
hammering from the gills humming release,
all their soft bodies holding on the dark
merely by air and water and the ev~g.
Muslin, Solages, that all the nightbe bedded
sweet and imInaculate, smelling of light
on which the women beat out common laundry
centuries where the coasts crumble t~ boulders
under the ceaseless raining of the sun,
to lie with just ~attouchofpoverty
delicious to the limbs, rather
than
'.
r linen
woven ofniceties and aspiration,
someC<>arse reminder threaded to the nights
of origins, poor sourc~, meager ends,
that we nodose the feel of who we are
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and where it is, relendessly, we blow,
nor that we like so well some finer garment
that we mistake it for a coat of skin,
never again to go naked anaburning
~ out to the pieties of midnight islands
and swim there dimly trailing opalescence.
And silk, Solages, that we lie soft in dream
launched on sea whose archipelagoes
stagger the wheel ofcolor in the mind,
make infinitely. poor and like a dark
what light we thought whenever we thought light,
silk of blue mornings presaging sheer weathers
over the sea-lanes to the Grenadines,
the Windwards and the Leewards, the Bahamas,
silk of the body in the blinding rooms
woken to in white ports and gleaming harbors,
or the great beaches, or the stunriing beds
made of the passion laid there, of the breath,
silk of bright semen billowing on'the night
as if the Trades shall populate the earth
and warm the dead to riches, plangencies.

a

Canvas, Solages, that we may know of voyage,
of pride like light and brine, of manly things,
" stronger than sail, profounder than the wind,
all settings out, all passages, all entrance,
'something too dark of music to be music,
closer than breath, Solages, to be but breath,
barnacles on our eyes, encrusted visions,
nothing so much as self the sea we sailed for; .
canvas, Solages, that staunch and bleached above us
something as vdst as heaven sail tomorrow.
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And what of speech, Solages, the island tongues;
muslin of Spanish, crude, endured, familiar,
lash of tJJ,e everyday, the human lot,
sweat of the body, that work of the hands
marking us as the humble and religious,
simple because we carry but ourselves,
plain shjrt and breathing of the hemisphere;
and silk of French, sounding too delicate
for anything, Solages, but some exotic
ambience, and indolence, and sheen,
a rapture of the body on the tongue
summed in the graces and felicities
of syllables like wrists and waistS of phrases
redolent with the flesh of fragile secrets
stirring themselves in dreams from dry cocoons;
canvas of Portuguese, that on our heads
lift durabilities beyond disaster, that what befalls us of a wind or tide
must first breakon the language, on the sail,
smashing i~e1£ before our chests and shoulders
feel the full lash of agony across it;
. that somehow language and its noun of darkness
hold themselves to the lastas far salvation,
and that the word l:?e breath's aching extension,
so that allair and light mustfirst be suffered,
even survived, if speech be undertaken,
speech or the word for setting out attempted,
day and the sea an~ Indies passed from b.teathing
into the bloodstream of the fiercestlanguage,
Portuguese.the canvas that shall sweep us
hot to the breathy reefs ~d 100m of islands,
cloth of the blazing wrists, the stitch of vQyage,
my textu!es of belief, Solages, my advents.
-Herbert Morris
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